
 
 

COVID-19 Crisis (v3) 
 

Situation as of 25th March 2020 

Very many thanks to everybody for the support and kindness already shown during this 
time of crisis for us all.  

Over the past week or so we’ve been working through all of our upcoming events/activities 
to look at the best course of action for each, and to contact those that are pre-booked on 
things.  

However, with the situation continuing to evolve so quickly it’s become impossible to 
predict when any form of normality will return. Basically we know as much as you do, which 
is what the government and the governing body for our sport are telling us. This includes 
England Athletics’ statement yesterday that all running activities (which involve people 
meeting up) are suspended until the end of May - at the earliest.   

We therefore felt the best thing would be to let everyone know what our general thinking is 
at the moment, and the principles we intend to apply, based on current knowledge. This is 
summarised below.  

• Our preference will be to postpone rather than cancel. However, this may not be 
possible if: 

i. venues and event partners aren’t able to support a revised date,  
ii. the very reason for the event has passed by the time we can do it (e.g. little 

point in doing a guided training run for something that isn’t happening), 
iii. the programme of events would just become too compressed.  

• Events that have been pre-booked and paid for, will be prioritised over those that 
are just ‘entry of the day’ when making decisions about rescheduling. 

• If you’ve already paid for an event that can’t go ahead as and when planned, there 
are a number of possible scenarios and choices. However, in all cases, it is not our 
intention to simply keep your money.  

• Our preference is for you to have the opportunity to take part in the event you 
originally paid for on a different date, OR enable you to use your entry fee for a 
different event or activity with us.   

• If we can’t provide an alternative that is acceptable to you, or you simply need the 
money back to help you and your family through this crisis, we’ll refund you what 
you’ve paid rather than sticking rigidly to any standard terms and conditions. You 
can request a full refund at any time once it’s clear your event isn’t going ahead as 
planned.  

We feel that being open and honest with everyone that supports Peak Running, and doing 
our bit to support the running community, is the always best policy. Not just during these 
times of crisis, but all the time. So, for those that don’t know us well already, we felt it was 
an appropriate moment to provide some insight into our setup and ethos.  

Peak Running is a small social enterprise set up to support, inspire and connect people 
through running in a way that is good for their mental health and self-esteem, as well as 
physical health and fitness. With a heavy emphasis on getting out in the countryside and 
having an adventure, rather than feeling pressured to achieve a certain time, pace etc.  



 
It doesn’t operate for commercial profit and relies a lot on goodwill and support from 
members of the running community, many of whom work as volunteers at our events as 
well as being participants themselves.   

There are only two people with formal roles, founder Andy Brooks and Chris Hopkinson who 
is the other director.  For Andy it’s more than a full time job, although he still has to do 
some other work on top of that to make his income up to a living wage. And Chris dedicates 
at least 60% of his time to it – and more like 120% in the lead up to our races.   

Our hope was that 2020 would be a positive and celebratory year.  We’re approaching Peak 
Running’s third birthday and, with a couple of new races added to our calendar, were 
optimistic that our fourth year may be the one when we were finally able to pay ourselves 
the UK minimum wage for the hours we work. 

Covid-19 has kyboshed those hopes, but it’s not in our nature to complain and moan as we 
have no more right to sympathy than anyone else. It’s difficult times for everyone and in 
lots of different ways.  

We just need to do what we can to get through this, which includes going the extra mile to 
be supportive of those that support us during this period.  

We’re already doing quite a bit of stuff online to try and keep people, including ourselves, 
connected and motivated.  

Offering full refunds, rather than sticking to standard T&Cs, is also part of that support.  It is 
financially painful for us because some event costs have already been incurred and we are 
hit with transaction fees for each one processed. However, it is the right thing to do in the 
circumstances.  

So, in a nutshell: 
• If we’ve got your money, we have no intention of just keeping it. If we can’t deliver 

what you paid for on the date it was supposed to happen, you have the option to get 
it back in full with no strings attached or justification needed. 

• However, if you’re able to be flexible and allow us to transfer you to a new date or 
hold your money as a credit against another event/activity once normality returns, 
that would help us enormously.  

If you’ve got any questions, that aren’t answered by the above, or would like to request a 
refund, please email us at info@peakrunning.co.uk 

Stay safe, look after yourself and your loved ones, and feel free to get involved in the stuff 
we’re doing on-line via our Facebook page ( https://www.facebook.com/peakrunninguk/ ) 
and the Peak Running Community Group ( 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/PeakRunningCommunity/ ). 
 
Very best regards 

Andy & Chris 
 


